Our ambition
is Green.
Even where
the world is
Blue

We connect green with blue in our offshore projects
TenneT has an important task in guaranteeing security of energy supply. It’s a task that goes far
beyond the maintenance of the existing grid. The world around us is changing rapidly, while the
demand for electricity continues to increase. If we are to continue to mitigate climate change in
the future, we will need to increase the electricity we obtain from natural sources, such as the
sun and wind. As a transmission system operator it is our task to enable the transmission of this
sustainably generated electricity.
As our offshore transmission grid will need to meet different
requirements, such as offshore wind farm connections, we
need new and modified high-voltage connections if the
energy transition is to be a success.

Green transmission system operator
We are an essential link in ensuring the success of the
energy transition. And we also realise that we have an
important responsibility in how our activities are
implemented. We can only implement the energy transition
successfully if we take all facets (people, environment and
costs) into account and make optimal use of the
opportunities. We aim to take the lead, be the leading green
transmission system operator and, in doing so, inspire
others to follow our green strategy. Traditional ways of
thinking and devising solutions no longer work. We need to
look further than ever before. Because as a green
transmission system operator, we can do our bit for a
greener world.

Challenging
Offshore wind farms are arising everywhere. These wind
farms are connected to the transmission grid via a platform,

sea cable and land station, from where the sustainably
generated electricity is then transported over land to the
end user. With the aim of further shaping this ambition,
during the tender procedure for new offshore platforms for
three transmission lines - Hollandse Kust (noord), Hollandse
Kust (west Alpha) and Hollandse Kust (west Beta) contractors were challenged to devise sustainable solutions
for the platform construction and the area in which the
platform is being constructed.

Making the difference
If we look at the total life cycle of a platform, including the
extraction of materials and the construction and operation
phase, it is clear that CO2 emissions, material use and
nature are our most important themes.
Focusing on these themes enables us to reduce our impact
on the environment and even to strengthen it. We are
clarifying and specifying our ambition to be a green
transmission system operator by ensuring that these
themes are addressed in all the requirements and
challenges in our tender documents.
These are the building blocks we use to develop new
offshore projects. We opted for these three specific themes
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1. fish hotels; 2. artificial reefs; 3. eco-friendly scour protection; 4. eco cable crossings; 5. ecological landscaping;
6. coastal birds breeding area; 7. ecological landscaping.
as we know that with these, we can make the difference.
We are proactive in considering the impact our work has on
the world around us and how we can use our projects to
make a positive contribution.

Themes:
1. Reducing CO2 emissions (climate impact)

During the tender procedure, we challenged
contractors to reduce a platform’s CO2 emissions.
It is vital for us that our contractors seek solutions to reduce
CO2 emissions as far as possible or preferably be carbon
neutral in everything they do. This could concern the
construction of a connection, the transport of materials or
the travel behaviour of project staff and other parties:
everything counts. We also challenged suppliers to
demonstrate their CO2 reductions during the tender
procedure, offering the contractor a notional discount for
this. Suppliers demonstrated this via calculations, and the
lower their CO2 emissions, the higher the discount.
All of this resulted in a reduction of 20,000 tonnes of CO2
compared with traditional platforms (according to the
so-called environmental cost indicator methodology*).
The calculations must prove accurate on delivery of a
platform, if the numbers don’t add up, they will receive a
fine. Contractors must also achieve level 4 of the CO2
performance ladder. TenneT employee travel movements
when visiting the platform construction site are also taken
into account.

2. Origin of materials (circularity)
The tender procedure for the three Noord-Holland
coast projects includes the obligation to have a
raw materials’ passport. Here too, our tender procedure
challenged contractors to opt for the least harmful
materials. Contractors needed to investigate in advance
where materials originated, how they are processed, how
they are transported and how they are later reused. We
have made this measurable by linking ‘virgin material’ and
‘non-virgin material’ to the list of materials; for example
compare the use of copper directly from mines with the use
of recycled copper. In the tender requirements, we asked
for transparency regarding the materials that are used for
the construction of an offshore platform.

3. Nature-reinforcing measures (nature
inclusive)
In the tender, we challenged contractors to look
critically at the opportunities for nature. As all our assets are
located in nature, both at sea as well as on land, these
impact nature. How can we improve biodiversity? Can we
improve habitability for animals or create something extra
for nature? We asked our contractors to consider
proactively which nature-reinforcing measures are suitable
for use on the platform. This resulted in a list from which we
can select various measures. This enables us to know
exactly how much a measure will cost when we decide on
implementation. Contractors were asked to suggest
measures and indicate their practicality, costs and effect.
We assessed the measures they offered for technical
feasibility, impact on planning, impact on nature, costs and
risks. When we finally considered the financial bids (Best
And Final Offer, BAFO), we incorporated this assessment
via notional discount.

The tender procedure for these three Noord-Holland
coast projects proved to be a successful pilot and
we now that it can be done.
In our experience, the earlier you consider these
themes and include measures in your standard
processes, the more cost-efficient the
implementation. This pilot was so successful that
we will certainly use this method for future projects.
And on land too. We aim to challenge partners to
consider these themes both in the Netherlands and
in Germany, for instance by looking critically at CO2
reductions. This will enable us to realise our ambition
to be a green transmission system operator.

* The environmental cost indicator (ECI value) is a singlescore indicator expressed in euros. It combines all relevant
environmental impact in one single environmental cost
score, which demonstrates the environmental shadow price
of a product or project. The ECI value mainly ensures that
the environmental performance of various contractors can
be compared objectively.
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